Sapling Time Zone Clocks

The Sapling Time Zone Clock displays accurate time for desired locations around the world.

Time Zone Clocks are ideal for many types of facilities including: corporate offices, public trading companies, airports, train/bus terminals, hotels, conference rooms and logistical and freight companies. A Sapling Time Zone Clock seamlessly integrates into any facility and manages its need for global time awareness.

The time displays are mounted on an aluminum pole, which is then mounted on the wall. Below each clock is a nameplate that displays the time zone for each individual clock.
Design Options

- Offered with 3 to 7 zones (clocks) of cities/countries chosen by the customer
- Available with analog, digital or a mix of both on the same display pole
- City/Country names are available in black letters over a white background or in white letters over a black background

*Sapling Time Zone Clock made with five 4.0” (each digit height), 4 digit digital clocks with red displays*
A
nalog clocks may be round or square and are offered in various sizes, dial styles and hand designs.

**SHAPE**

- **Round**
- **Square**

**DIALS**

- Standard Dial
- Dial M
- Dial A
- Dial B
- Dial C
- Dial D
- Dial E
- Dial F
- Dial G
- Dial Z

**HANDS**

- Standard Hands
- Specialty Hands 1
- Specialty Hands 2
- Specialty Hands 3
Digital clocks are offered with 4 (00:00) or 6 (00:00:00) digits in different sizes and display colors.

**SIZES**

- 2.5” clock with 4 digits
- 4.0” clock with 4 digits
- 2.5” clock with 6 digits
- 4.0” clock with 6 digits

**COLORS**

- red
- white
- green
- amber

STANDARD LED
While Sapling offers the Time Zone Clock with different technologies, most Time Zone Clocks utilize either IP-PoE or Wi-Fi technology. Below are the features applicable for these IP-based options:

- **A** ll clocks will show accurate time and will be synchronized together to the second
- **D** igital clocks with six digits can be set to alternate between time and date
- **V** arious selectable brightness levels for digital clocks
- **A** utomatic changes for each city’s/country’s DST (Daylight Saving Time) if applicable when set
- **N** otable up-to-date clock information displayed in Sapling’s Monitoring Software
- **T** akes accurate time data from several NTP time servers for superior redundancy and reliability
- **A** ccess each clock’s built-in web interface for a simple setup from any computer via LAN
- **G** et clock diagnostics to check clock status
- **E** asy setup and installation
- **S** elect from multiple power options

Sapling Time Zone Clock made with 5 square analog clocks, with the specialty Dial A & specialty Hands 2.
A built-in web interface comes standard in all Sapling IP-PoE and Wi-Fi Clocks (for both analog and digital). This image shows the display setting tab for IP-PoE digital clocks.

Screen shot of Sapling’s IP Monitoring Software makes the monitoring of all clocks simple.
Sapling Wireless or Wired Time Zone Clocks

The Sapling Time Zone Clock is also offered as part of a Sapling Wireless Clock System or as part of a Sapling 2-Wire Clock System. Please contact us for more information about these options.

*Sapling Time Zone Clock made with five analog round clocks, with the specialty Dial E & standard hands.*
All of Sapling’s products are engineered and produced in the United States of America, using only the highest quality materials. Each analog clock includes a durable case, a shatterproof side-molded crystal and an anti-fading dial. Digital clocks include a sturdy case, elegant design and bright 7-segment LED display.
The Sapling Company is a global leader in engineering and manufacturing advanced synchronized clock systems. We have earned a reputation both in the USA and international markets for our superior technology, quality and reliability. For more information about Sapling Synchronized Clock Systems and the Time Zone Clock, please visit our websites:

www.sapling-inc.com
www.pickazoneclock.com
Sapling

*a global leader in engineering & manufacturing quality synchronized clock systems since 1993*

Contact

**Office:** 1633 Republic Road
Huntingdon Valley
Pennsylvania 19006, USA

**Phone:** +1.215.322.6063

**Fax:** +1.215-322.8498

**Websites:**
www.sapling-inc.com
www.pickazoneclock.com

**Email:** Info@sapling-inc.com